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I had a good weekend,

but
I was tired on Sunday.

I want to go to Hawaii, it’s expensive.

I’m going grocery shopping, I don’t want to go.

We went to the pool,

and
we had a great time.

In winter, I go skiing, in summer, I go water skiing.

I’m going to buy some shoes, I’m going to get my hair cut.

Use but  and  and in this conversation.  
 
A: How was your weekend?  
B: It was good. I was tired on Sunday night.  
A: Really? What did you do on Sunday?  
B: I took my kids to an amusement park. 
A: Sounds good. How was it?  
B: It was fun. It was expensive.  
A: Really? How much did it cost?  
B: The ferris wheel cost ten dollars. 
A: Wow! What else did you do at the park?  
B: We rode a roller coaster. We got a lot of food. 
     It was fun. My son felt sick after.

but - and

Use but  and  and in this conversation.  
 
A: What did you do yesterday?  
B: I went out with my best friend. We had dinner. We had  
     some drinks.  
A: Sounds great. Where did you go?  
B: We went to a cafe. We stayed there for three hours. 
A: Nice. How often do you go out together?  
B: We go out about twice a week. On weekends, we go out  
     for drinks. On weekdays, we go out for coffee. 
     How about you? What did you do yesterday?  
A: I went running in the morning. I met my friends at night.



But - And 
The use of but and and is a great way to get started making longer sentences 
and expressing reasons for actions or ideas.  
  
How to use the worksheet. 
1. Open with a warmup conversation on a related topic.  
 
2. Read conversation one.  
    Use but and and to make the conversation more natural.  
 
3. If necessary, drill the patterns.  
 
4. Start a new conversation and make sure to use these patterns while talking.  
 
Variations 
5. Use the second conversation in class, as homework, as a review on a different 
day, or with a different group in the same class.  

Have a suggestion, request or idea? Notice a typo or want to suggest a change? 
Write in!  
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